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Senate may propose to chop athletics

By Amy Hooper
Staff Writer

resolution to the Senate for dis
cussion and approval at its
March 16 meeting.
The resolution calls for;
• a 50 percent reduction in
state funding to Cal Poly ath
letics;

__

Cal Poly officials reacted with
dism ay W ednesday to an
Academic Senate resolution
which proposes massive cuts in
athletics and other non-instruc• a 100 percent reduction in
tional areas.
both
Transportation Services
The resolution, released at and University Relations and
Tuesday’s meeting, provides the Development;
prelim inary b asis for the
• the elimination of more ad
Senate’s budget cut recommen ministrative positions “at the
dations to the President’s Ad director’s level” and in Student
visory Committee on Budget and Affairs, and
'
Resource Allocation (PACBRA).
• more student services to be
PACBRA has recommended a 7.4 fee-based.
percent reduction in non-instrucThe resolution also calls for
tional programs.
the
offering of remedial courses
Academic Senate Chair Jack through Extended Education,
Wilson said Wednesday the Ex reducing the cost of computing
ecutive Committee will offer the services and including more

Here’s the pitch

faculty input in budget decisions.
Wilson, himself a member of
PACBRA, said he thinks “a
couple” recommendations will
not be approved by the Senate.
But he declined to specify which.
“Whether or not PACBRA
buys the recommendation(s) or
not is another question,” Wilson
said. “We could go to PACBRA,
theoretically, with a bunch of
recom m endations. PACBRA
could accept some, accept them
all, or accept none.”
Officials in the targeted areas
said Wednesday the resolution’s
recommendations could have
catastrophic effects.
A thletics D irector John
McCutcheon said the proposed
50 percent cut in state funding
would be “devastating” to ath

letics.
“Obviously, it would be a
major blow,” McCutcheon said.
“With a 50 percent reduction in
the state funds, we would
definitely have to eliminate
programs.”
He said such a reduction
would eliminate the depart
ment’s ability to fulfill the stu
dents’ wishes to move to Division
I as expressed in last year’s nar
rowly approved athletic referen
dum.
“It would take us out of the
picture for the transition to
Division I,” McCutcheon said.
He said the move to Division I
requires the university to
provide a certain amount of
scholarship aid.
See SENATE, page 9
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Summary/: Among other things, a
resolution to come before the
Academic Senate next Tuesday
recommends a 50percent
reduction in state funding fo r
athletics. The Senate is to aelvise
how a 7.4+ ¡Krcent university
wide cut shouUl he implemented.
Many potentially affected staffers
said Wednesday the proposed
resolution is unrealistic.

SLO to still fund arts center

Budget cuts won’t affect city’s contribution
By Liz Weber
Staff Writer

CAM INMAN/Mustang Dally

Poly hurtar Eric Hill aims for the plate against Cal Poly Pomona.
R>r more on Mustang baseball, see the back page.

The city of San Luis Obispo
will still contribute its one-sixth
share to the San Luis Obispo
County Performing Arts Center
despite major cuts to the city’s
bu(^et.
The center is a joint effort be
tween Cal Poly, the city and the
nonprofit Foundation for the Per
forming Arts Center. Cal Poly
will finance two-thirds of the
center’s construction costs. The
city and FPAC will each supply
half of the remainder.
City A dm inistrator John
Dunn said the city will utilize
reserve funds to pay its $4.2 mil
lion share of the center instead of
financing the project over 3C
years.

The city’s financial plan policy
mandates it maintain 20 percent
of its annual operating expendi
tures as reserve funds. The
policy states this money should
be used only for emergencies,
such as natural disasters,
Dunn said the city considered
financing the facility so future
users of the center could con
tribute to its costs. But the plan
would be too expensive for the
city in the long run, he said.
“In future principle and earn
ings, (paying now) would save
the city about $15 million over a
30-year period,” he said.
D unn s a id som e city
employees suggested postpioning
or backing out of the project to
avoid cutting the city’s services
and personnel. But Dunn said
the city feared the project would

have crumbled if it had pulled
out.
“The three-party arrangement
is one of mutual dependency,” he
said. “The state funding would
not have been obtained except
for the Foundation money and
the city money. Neither the
Foundation nor the city — acting
alone — could have afforded to
build a facility.”
He said the initial construc
tion will be “economically very
helpful to this area” because of
the jobs it will create. Dunn said
he believes the center will also
increase tourism to the Central
Coast.
“It’s going to increase the
number of visitors to this area,
who will come here to see some
of (those) performances,” he said.

Students welcome loan option CAPTURE to provide

By Chris Brandi
Staff Writer

Many Cal Poly students say a
proposal for a national service
corps of college students would
be a welcome way for them to
fend off rising college costs.
President Clinton recently
gave his outline for a new college
student aid program. His plan
would allow students to borrow
money for college and then repay
the loan either through com
munity service or through a
small income deduction.
According to Clinton’s plan,
the work option is intended to
allow students to work at lowpaying, community service jobs
in exchange for low-cost college
loans. Clinton’s proposal would
allow students to start their com
munity service before, during or
after college.
Although the plan has not yet
been put into effect, a pilot
program planned for this sum

INSIDE

mer will put 1,000 young people
to work in four to 10 com
munities around the country.
The plan is that the test run will
lead the way to allow more than
100,000 students to pay for col
lege through community service.
At Cal Poly, more than 7,000
students receive some kind of
financial aid.
But according to Financial
i^d Director Diane Ryan, the
more telling statistic is that 25
percent of Cal Poly’s students
receive full financial aid pack
ages.
Several students interviewed
Tuesday said th e/re optimistic
about the opportunities Clinton’s
plan opens up.
“I like having the loan, but I
don’t want it to accumulate into
a larger amount of money than I
already have,” said human
d ev elo p m en t ju n io r H ien
Nguyen. “Right now I have a
$17,000 loan waiting for me
when I graduate,”

Nguyen said he doesn’t think
students appreciate the money
they receive.
“('fhe plan) would really force
students to be aware of where
their money is coming from,”
Nguyen said.
E le c tr ic a l e n g in e e r in g
sophomore Oliver Cheung said
he would take advantiige of the
progp’am if given the chance.
“I would do that,” Cheung
said, “It’s easier than paying it
back. I would be helping some
one else while helping myself.”
Denise Martinez, a former so
cial science student now attend
ing Cuesta College, said she likes
the plan. But one way or
another, she said, the govern
ment gets its money.
“They want you to pay until
you die, and then they make
your next of kin pay,” Martinez
said.
Vivian lyier, a business ad
ministration student, said she
Sec CLINTON, page 9

grades over the phone

By Carolyn Nielsen

There is no priority system
for calling. Tb access the CAP
TURE grade line:
• Call (805) 756-7777
Administrators have found
• Enter Action Code 4931#
an additional use for the CAP
• Enter your Personal Iden
TURE system — reporting stu
tification Number
dents’ grades.
• To list grades a second
Effective by the end of
winter quarter, students will time, enter 4#
• To end the session, enter
be able to dial CAPTURE,
9#
enter a special action code and
Students around campus ex
have their grades listed.
This quarter, grades can be pressed positive feelings about
accessed by phone beginning the new system Wednesday.
“It’s a good idea because
March 24 from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m.
Listings will also be available that way you know if you have
the first weekend, March 27 to take a class again,” said Jon
and 28, during those same Fristad, an art and design
hours. CAPTURE grade data sophomore. “I never seem to
will be available throughout have $.20 or whatever sitting
the quarter until grades are around to buy one of those
replaced at the end of the fol postcards,”
lowing term.
See CAPTURE, page 9
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Attorney General'designate
Janet Reno looks likely to win
approval soon /page two

Isabel Funaro is kept busy
tackling sexual assault cases in
San Luis Obispo /page three

For one Somali student, Poly has
become his home during his
homeland’s strife / page three
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Attorney General nominee seems headed for approval
Washington. P.C.
Democrats, who were dismayed by the
Clinton administration’s stumbling sear
ch for an attorney general, are breaking
into broad smiles over nominee Janet
Reno.
The 54-year-old Miami prosecutor is
sailing swiftly through the Senate for an
all-but-guaranteed quick confirmation.
“It could not have gone more smoothly
thus far,” Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., told
reporters Tuesday after an initial day of
confirmation hearings before his Senate
Judiciary Committee. “But it’s not over
until it’s over.”
Reno was returning to the panel for
more questioning Wednesday. No other
witnesses were scheduled.
Wary lest some unforeseen problems
strike President Clinton’s second nominee
for attorney general. Democrats are
trying to get it over with as quickly as
possible. The difference this time is that
Republicans are joining in.
Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah, the commit
tee’s top Republican, told reporters it was

N E W S

“O n e thing I think I've learned as a prosecutor
) 99
is; ‘N e v e r deal in 'w hat-ifs.'
Janet Reno, Attorney General nominee
possible the full Senate could confirm
Reno this week. “We need her in there,”
he said.
Republicans even joined Democrats in
lambasting a lobbyist and conservative
activist who raised unsubstantiated
rumors that Reno had been stopped on
suspicion of driving under the influence
but never arrested. Hatch said Reno had
been victimized by a “hate-mongering
cEimpaign.”
“We found no foundation for any of the
accusations that were made against you,”
Biden told Reno.
It was a sharp switch from the agony
surrounding insurance company lawyer
Zoe Baird’s nomination as attorney
general, withdrawn after disclosure that

she illegally employed undocumented
aliens as domestic workers and failed to
pay Social Security taxes for them.
Democrats also were concerned when
Clinton backed off plans to nominate i.S.
District Judge Kimba Wood who also had
hired an illegal alien as a nanny for her
youngsters, even though Wood broke no
laws.
Biden said there was a 20 percent
chance the committee would approve the
nomination on Thursday, waiving the
usual seven-day waiting period after tes
timony has ended.
Reno left Capitol Hill on Tiaesday
night, brushing off reporters but smiling
broadly after testimony in which she
called the confirmation process her “ad

B R I E F S

L.A. residents praise camera ban
Los AriEeles. Calif.

South Central’s black community wanted to see Rod
ney King testify against the white policemen who beat
him, but the courtroom ban on television cameras is help
ing keep the peace, some residents said Wednesday.
“I would have liked to have seen him testify, but I
think it’s good because there’s not a mood of anger be
cause you’re not seeing it. For Los Angeles I think it’s
good it’s not on television,” said Darnell Hendrick, owner
of Clara Mae’s Home Style Cooking.
Those who followed King’s first day on the witness
stand also said his testimony may have boosted what
they think is a longshot chance jurors will convict the
four officers.
“I think he helped his case,” Hendrick said.
A few blocks from the restaurant on Western Avenue,
the remnants of burned out buildings are a reminder of
deadly riots that broke out after the officers were ac
quitted of most charges in state court last year.
Of nearly a dozen people interviewed Wednesday, on ly
half had followed television or newspaper accounts of
King’s testimony in the federal civil rights trial.
“When (Fox Broadcasting) had the state case on TV
every day last year, everybody was talking about it all
the time,” Hendrick said. “Not having the camera in the
courtroom has defused it somewhat.”
lb televise the trial would only inflame an already
angry black community, customer Herb Yates agreed.
Yates, who was unemployed for months and now
works only part time, said black anger should be con
sidered in the context of high unemployment and years of
prejudice blacks have experienced.
“It’s a situation like that that makes citizens say,
‘Chuck it with the system. I’ll just do whatever I have to
to get by,’ ” he said.

Doctor shot in abortion protest
Pensicola. Fla.

A doctor was shot and critically wounded Wednes
day outside a clinic where abortion opponents were
demonstrating, police said.
A suspect was taken into custody, but a police
spokesman said he did not know if the man was one of
the protesters.
Dr. David Gunn was shot as he emerged from his
car at the Pensacola Women’s Medical Services clinic,
where he worked, said spokesman Sgt. Jerry Potts.
“He was shot in the chest at close range, more than
once — I don’t know how many times,” Potts said.
At the time, a dozen anti-abortion protesters were
demonstrating in front of the clinic.
Potts identified the suspect as Michael Frederick
Griffin, 31, of Pensacola.
The wounded doctor was taken to Sacred Heart
hospital, where spokesman Michael Burke said Gunn
was in critical condition and going into surgery.
“We have a very sensitive background about being
abused and misused and not being taken seriously. When
a situation aggravates what’s already there it just boils
over after a while,” he said.
In his testimony Tuesday, King said baton-wielding of
ficers taunted him with insults and never gave him a
chance to comply with their commands.
Mark E. Whitlock, director of the Los Angeles Renais
sance Program at the First African Methodist Episcopal
Church, said the testimony added a human element to
the beating seen by millions of people on videotape. But
he predicted a hung jury.
Unlike the others, Whitlock said the trial should be
televised.

venture through the Senate.”
“As you have observed, the admiration
is a mutual one as we went through the
process,” said Sen. Hank Brown, R-Colo.
Actually, Brown was one of Reno’s
sharpest questioners, focusing at one
point on the bank fraud trial in Memphis
of Rep. Harold Ford, D-Tenn. Congiessional Black Caucus members met with
Acting Attorney General Stuart Gerson —
a Republican holdover — before he back
ed them in asking for a different jury.
Brown asked now Reno would respond
if lawmakers called on her to discuss a
case. “It would depend on who called me
and what they said,” she replied.
“One thing I think I’ve learned as a
prosecutor is never deal in ‘what-ifs,’” said
Reno, who has been Dade County, Fla.,
state attorney for 15 years.
She did say she would not allow such a
visit if the politicians tried to pressure
her. “If they got in the back door without
my knowing about it, I’d try to find a
graceful way to throw out 30 con
gressmen,” she added.

“Unless we can see the judicial system work, all we
can do is feed on our own thoughts,” he said. “Unfor
tunately, our experience with the judicial system has
been a negative one. I think people need to see what’s
going on in court.”
Not everyone was complimentary of King. Herschell
Duerson, at Whitlock’s office seeking financial help, said
King should have forcefully demanded justice from the
beginning.
“I feel he just sold out,” Duerson said.

Brown asks for school m oney
Los Angeles. CalH.

Assembly Speaker Willie Brown Jr. has asked the
Clinton administration to provide more than $50 million
in federal funds to the cash-strapped Los Angeles Unified
School District, an aide said.
Richard Simpson, Brown’s chief education deputy,
said Tuesday that the speaker made his plea in a memo
to Secretary of Education Richard Riley and Laura
ITAndrea Tyson, chairwoman of the Council of Economic
Advisers.
In the memo. Brown said despite the recent settle
ment of a contract dispute with teachers, the district
“still faces a difficult time meeting the educational ser
vice needs of the Los Angeles community.”
He asked that $50 million be targeted for job training
and other educational programs.
In addition, he requested an unspecified amount of
money from the secretary of education to help pay for the
high costs of educating mentally and physically disabled
youths.
While federal laws mandate that disabled children
receive public education, the federal government pays for
only about 10 percent of their special schooling needs.
“I would request that the district be given maximum
flexibility in the manner in which they are used,” Brown
said in the memo.
Compiled from Associated Press Reports
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Somalí
student
fínds
second
home
By Laura Bloner
^ t f ^ te r

Some six years before stu
dents at Cal Poly ever heard of
“O peration Restore Hope,’'
Ahmed Jimale brought his own
form of hope from Somalia to the
United States.
Jimale, now a Cal Poly junior,
cam e to A m e ric a fro m
Mogadishu, Somalia, in 1986 in
search of an education and a bet
ter life, leaving behind his family
and a birthplace now split
asunder by civil war.
Tbday, the 27-year-old politi
cal science major claims a new
home.
“(San Luis Obispo) has be
come my second home, my

\

adopted home,” he said.
Jimale, with dark features
and brown eyes beneath round,
tortoise-shelled glasses, was able
to come to America with the help
of a Somali friend who was living
in Los Angeles. The friend sent
him money and a visa.
Jimale said he feels extremely
lucky to be in the United States;
his family, however, remains in
Mogadishu, Somalia’s capital
city, which is located on the
southern-coastal edge of the
war-tom country.
Jimale had four brothers and
seven sisters, but during the civil
war, two of his brothers and
other relatives were killed in
bombing attacks occurring be
tween the four principle players

in the segmentation of the
country; rival warlords who
claim the right to govern behind
the power of their respective
tribal clans.
“The warlords are people who
found themselves in an environ
ment conducive to violence,”
Jimale said. This violence was
created by a former dictator of
Somalia.
But that dictator, former
general Mohamed Siad Biarre,
left only tattered remnants of the
former Somalia after being
deposed by military revolt nearly
two years ago.
Jimale said he believes that
despite the crumbling of his
homeland’s former power struc
ture, Biarre’s influence remains.

“The migration of the locust
does not mean the end of the
problem,” Jimale said. “The
locust always leaves behind its
larvae.”
Jimale has not seen his family
since 1986, and has only been
able to speak or write to them
once since civil war erupted in
early 1991.
“The Red Cross helped us get
a letter mailed,” he said. “I am
going to frame it because I like to
look at it so much.”
Before communication lines
were cut, Jimale helped support
his family in Somalia by mailing
checks home.
Jimale said his close-knit
family is very important to him.
“I am coping with the reality

“I don’t even like to take my
vacation because I’m afraid
something might go wrong while
I’m gone,” she said.
Funaro, a Santa Maria native
and a graduate of Alan Hancock
Police Academy, has worked in
law enforcement for 12 years.
Prior to her promotion to detec
tive she worked as a patrol of
ficer.
Funaro said that, even though
rape is now openly discussed,
there is still some reluctance on
the part of victims to prosecute.
But the way cases are handled
has improved dramatically over
time, she said.
“I would say in this county,
(the way cases are handled is)
the best,” she said.
Funaro credits SART, the
Sexual Assault Response Team,
with providing clients with sensi

tive, effective services.
“(Victims) used to have to go
to the emergen^.‘y room to be ex
amined and wait with other
patients, which was traumatic in
itself,” Funaro said.
Funaro described the comfort
able examining room, which
looks more like a bedroom, in the
current facility connected to San
Luis Obispo County General
Hospital. There is also a
playroom with a one-way mirror
which allows interviews with
children to be monitored, ena
bling the interviewer freedom to
interact with the child.
It is a level of care not likely
to be received in other cities.
“Los Angeles doesn’t have
what we have,” she said. “And
it’s common to wait three weeks
for a SART exam.”
The county sends a “multi-dis

ciplinary response team” to as
sist victims so as much of the in
vestigation as possible is taken
care of at one location at one
time.
A uniformed officer answers
the initial call and is prepared to
conduct a brief interview, Funaro
said. Callers can request a
female officer and one will be
sent, if possible. But she praised
the work of the male officers as
well.
“You see, our guys are really
good,” she said. “The)^l just get
the elements of a crime, no
details, and if it’s within 72
hours (of when it occurred)
theyll call me at home im
mediately and m come out.”
She usually dresses casually
when reacting to a call because,
she said, a person who’s been
through a trauma at 4 a.m.

A«'
-

'
stava McCrank

Ahmed Jimale

of (being separated from my
family),” he said. “Even though it
sometimes eats at my heart, I try
to focus on school. But I miss
them all the time.”
When he returns to Somalia
See SOMALI, page 11

Detective copes with strain of investigating sexual assaults

By Anita Kreile
Staff Writer

Whether it is a cry from a
good touch gone bad or from the
assault of a streinger, Isabel
Funaro is there to respond. She’s
someone people count on when
their world comes crashing down
around them.
Funaro, 33, is the detective in
charge of sexual assault cases for
the city of San Luis Obispo. She
is eighteen months into a fouryear commitment there.
She is also the only female
detective employed by the city.
Funaro said her job is difficult
but rewarding, and she has
grown attached to it.
She’s been known to take per
sonal interest in the lives of
those she has assisted even after
her official duties have ended.

doesn’t want to see someone in a
business suit.
“I let them know that they are
in charge and if all they want to
do is report it to get it off of their
mind — that’s okay,” she said.
She said even when people
don’t want to prosecute, filing a
report helps her office track
repeat offenders and provide
support for later court cases if
they arise.
Funaro said there is a new
law that helps facilitate the con
fidentiality of people who file a
report or decide to prosecute.
Police are required to tell vic
tims the press has access to their
name when they report a rape.
Although the press doesn’t
usually print those names, she
said, it has happened — and
Sec FUNARO, page 10

Do You Have A Date This Weekend?
'll

and other fine food
Treat that special person to fine cuisine in an elegant atmosphere
NOTHING ON THE MENU OVER $10.00
S70 Higuera St. SLO (in the creamary) $42-0237_ _ _ _ _ _

Irish M u s ic by the

Corned Beef
*n Cabhage

Moody
Druids
4:00 - 6:00pm ..

GreenjGer

Irish S téw
; : In a Bread Bowl
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Seived from 11130 - 8:30

F.McLintocks Saloon • 686 Hisuera St • Downtown San Luis Obispo • (805)541-0686
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Poly^ You Asked For It:
The bus just got better!
© N e w 5th Route added for express service to
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Laguna Lake area.

© Expended evening service, Route I a n d Route 5
to run late night service.

© N e w non-polluting buses.
Service Changes
If You:

Yo u r
MAIOR

Ride in from Ramona/Foothill on Rt. 4, take Rt. I or Tandem Rt. 5 back home.
Ride in from Los Osos Valley Road on Rt, 4, take the new Rt. 5 back home.
Ride in on Rt. I or new Rt. 5, take either Rt, 2 or Rt. 4 back home.
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LE TTE R S TO T H E E D IT O R

A sad th in g, in d eed
A sad thing happened yesterday on the way up Madonna
Mountain for a daily bike ride. We had just finished a tough
day at school and began heading up the hill to blow off some
steam when a concerned gentleman who works for a Mr. Alex
Madonna stopped us at the fence and told us we would be
trespassing and would consequently be arrested if we chose to
cross the fence.
For years, local residents and visitors have been enjoying
the many recreational uses which Alex Madonna has gracious
ly granted us. That is, until yesterday. Now, thanks to a few
careless idiots who have broken fences, ridden recklessly, and
spooked livestock, Mr. Madonna has chosen to exercise his
previously unenforced private-property rights.
We hopje this serves two purposes.
First, as a lesson to all the careless morons who have no
respect for other people’s property.
More importantly, we hope this encourages the majority of
people who have not abused this privilege to demonstrate
proper use of these areas to the inconsiderate few who have
ruined a good time for everyone!

Tony Custodio Jason Graziano Jim Worster
Business
B usiness
NRM

‘W hat a b ig o t!’

B y K eri G reenberg
What part o f no’ don’t you un
derstand"?
7b put it plain and simple,
I’m not into one-night stands.
I’d be glad to explain it if it’s
too hard to comprehend...
I’ve been singing praise for
these phrases out of country
singer Lorrie Morgan’s latest
song recently. Not for the jingle,
but for its content.
I don’t think, however, that
she should have to explain why
she is saying no.
It is her right and privilege to
say no and have her rights
respected. But a SELECT group
of men do not respect women or
their rights.
This is not intended to be a
male-bashing article. Instead, it
is intended to be a series of
recommendations to both men
and women to make intimate
relationships more trusting and
to prevent men from being con
fronted with police charges.
In a time of growing publicity
about date and acquaintance
rapes, it becomes obvious that
communication and understand
ing between a man and woman
are not effective.
I wonder sometimes whether
communication will, some day,
require a woman to know selfdefense to convey her ideas.
Somehow, words just aren’t
enough any more.
I’ve given the following advice
in hope that one woman will be
saved the pain of having her
rights violated.
My first recommendation is to
assume that a woman always
means no when she says no. I’ve
heard on several occasions that
women sometimes mean yes
when they say no. Unless you
read minds, you should assume
only that she means NO. If you
don’t, you may be violating the
law.

The argument: “She was kiss
ing and fondling me,” does not
mean the woman wanted to go
further, perhaps to the point of
having sex. There is a big dif
ference between “touching” and
“penetrating.”
I’ve also heard that the
woman was asking for her rights
to be violated because of the way
she was dressed, the behavior
she exhibited or the place she
went.
No woman ever deserves to
have her rights violated.
Women dress to make them
selves feel good and to make

I've given the fol
lowing advice in hope
that one woman will
be saved the pain of
having her rights
violated.
themselves appealing to poten
tial mates. This does not mean
they want to jump into bed that
night — or even the next.
Normal behavior can be al
tered and judgment impaired
with the use of drugs or alcohol.
Women should avoid use of
mind-altering drugs including al
cohol or should have a sober
friend accompany them to ensure
safety. Men should avoid in
timate relationships with intoxi
cated women.
When a woman visits a place,
she is often in a trusting frame of
mind. She rarely believes her
safety or rights are at risk. Men
should keep this in mind when
determining the motives of a

woman’s visits to various parts of
the community, and women
should think twice about when
and whom to trust.
Begin a relationship with
extra precautions. Double-date
the first few times you spend
time with a person you don’t
know.
Women, do some detective
work before accepting a date
with someone you don’t know.
Ask your friends what they know
about the person. If he’s an an
unknown, limit dates and meet
ings to crowded safe-haven en
vironments where you are sur
rounded by people you do know
and trust.
When you know the person
you are dating, talk about in
timacy and your expectations. If
you want to wait to sleep
together, tell your friend that.
Then follow through by not al
lowing yourself to get in a posi
tion of temptation for either of
you.
Respect your friend’s wishes
by not harassing him or her to
change his or her mind. He or
she will come forward when
ready. There was a reason for
your friend to made the decision
she or he made in the first place.
Women, it’s most important
from a legal standpoint that
when you say no, you make sure
the other person hears it. You
may even ask if he heard and un
derstands you.
Finally, if all else fails, and he
does violate your rights, do what
I didn’t, seek legal advice from
police or a counselor. Y)u won’t
regret fighting for your constitu
tional and civil rights. I only
regret that I didn’t.
Keri Greenberg is a jour
nalism junior. This is her first
quarter reporting for Mustang
Daily.

Steve Geahry presents a clever concoction of ingredients
necessary to create a bigot (March 10). While the images of
bloody guns and screaming people may be a bit exaggerated, I
must agree that close-mindedness, self-doubt, ignorance and
insensitivity are poor character traits. I am disappointed,
however, that Mr. Geahry needs to hate this group of people.
This is unfortunate because there is too much hate in the
world.
For Mr. Geahry, bigots are a convenient target for mockery.
He is ignorant of their motives, insensitive to their fears and
feelings, close-minded about their way of life, and intolerant of
their existence. He thinks all bigots are alike. What a bigot!
Just remember that bigots are people, too. They are victims
of society because they have been indoctrinated to hate others.
Mr. Geahry and every other bigot in the world should open
their minds, become self-assured, educated, and sensitive to all
people. Hate is a bad trait.

A.J. Schuermann
English Graduate Student

E ducation
I think Mr. Lancaster needs to be educated a little concern
ing his letter “Column Incorrect” (March 8). If you claim that
homosexuals choose to be gay, then did you choose to be
straight? Maybe the fact that you chose to be straight was be
cause you were bom that way. Just because you have led a
satisfying heterosexual life doesn’t mean that you have the
right to accuse other people of choosing their sexual orientation
and behavior. Homosexuals behave the way they do because
they were born gay.
I am homosexual and even until the day I die, I will never
have an answer for being who I am. Yes, Mr. Lancaster, I chose
to be discriminated against and not have certain rights like
you do. I chose to disappoint my family. I chose not to have a
rosy picture of a wife and kids of my own. Maybe I even chose
to be bashed in front of my house for no reason some day.
Where do the words “liberty and justice for all” fit into these
choices? I am not demanding any special rights. All I am as
king is for people like you try to understand that gay pieople
exist.
The only choice I ever made was to come out of the closet
and accept who I am. Like myself, I am pretty sure that other
gay people did choose to take that “straight” path at some time
in their lives, but it’s not in their nature to live a lie.
Maybe your behaviors are just the product of your ignorance
and the way you were raised. Hopefully someday your children
(if you plan to have any) will not have the same views as you.
This world and especially this country don’t need such useless
ignorance from people like you.

Bruce Pham
Graphic Communication

ClarificationIn the Wednesday, Feb. 10. edition of Mustang Daily, it was not indicated that the
pictures for Insight on page 5 were taken by Mustang Daily photographer Steven J. Mueller.
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Environmental play warns of Earth's possible fate
By Linda Aha
Staff Writer

The future of mankind may be
told through a unique environ
mental play being performed this
Friday night.
Part of the Cal Poly Arts
Family Arts Series, “Land of
Trash” will address the issue of
what will happen to the Earth if
pollution continues to invade
natural resources.
The play is performed by the
Green Thumb Theatre For Young
People, an en v iro n m en tal
theater group.
The futuristic play is written
by musician, composer and
playwright Ian Tamblyn.
Tamblyn based the story
around two young explorers from
the 21st century who discover
something they have never seen
before. These mysterious items
are green plants and clean
water.
The precious resources were
carefully tended by an old
woman who remembers the time
before, when garbage and chemi
cal wastes had not poisoned the
Earth.
The two explorers face the
dilemma of whether they will sell
the two resources or protect
them.
“The Land of Trash” was
researched thoroughly, according
to the press release. Interviews
were conducted with scientists,
e n v iro n m e n ta lis ts and
politicians, as well as educators
and authorities on pollution con
trol.
Tbmblyn has spent the last
four years traveling and work
ing as an artistic observer with

scientists studying
walruses and sea
California to the
Chukchi Seas and
Alaska.

gray whales,
otters from
Bering and
the Gulf of

Based in British Columbia,
Green Thumb Theatre is the
leading Canadian company in
presenting performances on en
vironmental issues of concern foi
young people, educators and
families.
Co-sponsoring the event are
Earth Journal and Thrget Stores,

Tamblyn based the
story around two
young explorers from
the 21st century who
discover something
th ^ have never seen
before. These
mysterious items are
green plants and clean
water.
**Land o f T r a th ” w ill be
p e rfo rm ed a t 7 p.m . on F rid a y
in th e C al Poly T heatre. T ick
et» fo r th e p la y are $9 fo r the
p u b lic a n d $7 fo r atudent»
a n d a e n io r c i t i z e n » f o r
prem iu m
» eatin g. For
p r e fe r r e d »eatings tick et» a re
$7 fo r th e p u b lic a n d $5 fo r
atudent».
Ticket» a re a v a ila b le a t the
C a l Poly T h ea tre T ick et Of
fice betw een 10 a.m . a n d 4
p.m . M onday throu gh F riday.
F or rea erva tio n a , c a ll th e
A n ytim e A rtaL in e a t 756-1421.

Cal Poly TV hits the air with news, politics and fun

Scott Bofiis, Jamie Norriu and Joel Wirkkunen star in “Land of Trash” Friday at the Cal Poly Theatre.

By Brad Hamilton

Senior Staff Writer and “Fast Times"
namesake_______________________

It doesn’t have Carson, Letterman or Oprah. Ah hell, it
doesn’t even have Sally. But it
does have some quality pre^am s
that beat watching the Home
Shopping Network.
And like Mustang Daily and
KCPR, it’s all student-run.
Cal Poly Television sneaks
into the dorms, the Uruversity
Union and other campus loca
tions on Channel 38. The
majority of programming cur
rently consists of upcoming
events and the time of day. Some
shows can be seen on a sporadic
basis.
Next quarter, however, CPTV
may be coming directly to your
homes.
Tbresa Tbrres, station general
manager for CPTV, said that
once Sonic Cable renews its con
tract in June, it will air more
programs, including CPTV.
“It has been going real well,
and it is really going to pick up
next quarter,” Torres said.
Tbires said she also was ex
cited about the escalating inter
est in the station.
“CPTV is growing fast,” she
said. “It started out with 10 (stu
dents) in the summer, and we
now have 40 to 50 students
working.”
Bonnie De Bow, news director
for the station, said the station’s
ultimate goal is to get its own

channel on Sonic Cable, “but
that’s not foreseeable in the near
future.”
To get involved, students
answered a cattle call for all
those interested in every aspect
of television production: direct
ing, editing, producing and even
starring in their own show. Once
the concept for the show is
ironed out, crews are put
together and the ball doesn’t stop
rolling.
“If you’re not prepared to give
up the majority of your free time,
don’t even think about it,” scud
Glenn Policare, producer of “The
Glenn and Mundo Show.”
“When we first got into it, we
had no idea what went into
producing a half-hour show,” he
said. “Now we know.”
Not all of the jobs are as time
consuming as producing. The
technical crews set up three
times a week for two-hour blocks
at a time. Part of the crews’
duties include changing the
show’s backdrops to add different
effects and moving lights around
to avoid shadows.
Presently, there are three
shows in production. “The Week
in Review” covers the *^op news
stories of the week, but has run
into some hurdles.
“The show is a lot of work for
two p eo p le,” said C athy
Cameron, coproducer of the
show. “The show could be so in
credible if people went out and
reported.”

A d rie n n e T o v a r, a ls o
coproducer of “The Week in
Review,” said the show will get
better. “We plan on recruiting
more next quarter,” Tovar said.
Along with covering news, the
show has integrated sports into
its time slot.

Larry Zubrin, sports anchor
for “The Week in Review,” moved
his show into the news program
to give it a real news feel.
Zubrin, a repeat offender from
last quarter’s group, blends his
sports updates with video clips
and upcom ing a ttra c tio n s.
Zubnn is positive about the
growth of the station.
“If it keeps growing at the
rate it is, it’ll be big in five or 10
years,” Zubrin said.
“Poly Political Review,” a
weekly half-hour political debate
format, addresses a national and
local spectrum of issues. Matt
Macomber, one of the panelists
on the show, said the slant of the
program will lean more toward
campus issues next quarter.
“We are going to try and focus
on social issues, instead of just
economics, to liven the show up a
bit,” Macomber said.
Campus issues pegged for
next quarter include budget cuts,
multiculturalism and teacher
evaluations, said Mat Higbee,
producer and host of the show.
“Whenever we discuss politics
and emotional issues, we are

bound to cause controversy,” he
added. “The show is about in
sight and ideas — it could be as
controversial as hell, but (it
would) be a stupid show without
quality discussion.”
The third show currently in
production is “The Glenn and
Mundo Show.”
“The show is a half-hour, inyour-face train wreck,” Policare
said.
The show has an outdoor

sports theme, but has a tendency
to stray into stunts the two hosts
enjoy doing.
“Last show we had speed gun
Olympics and pier jumping,” said
Policare. “But you can’t discredit
the fact that we interviewed guys
like Joe Amato, five-time NHRA
top fuel champion. I mean, that’s
the kind of stuff you see on
ESPN, and they’re talking to us.”
CPTV programming will air
during finals week and will con
tinue next quarter. Stay tuned.
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Photo exhibit gives intimate look at the female form

M u s t a n g D a ily

By Linda Aha

ches by 5 inches on 11 by 14 raphers has motivated the artist
as well. “I admire the established
white paper.
Staff Writer
“The format of the image is people, the living legends, more
The human body has worn small because I feel it makes the as opposed to the younger ones,”
many items but seldom is it photograph more intimate,” Van she said.
Vandenberg said she was
denberg said. “The viewer has to
adorned with banana peels.
The fruit and body meet up in get close — it’s not like looking thrilled when visiting photog
Catherine Vandenberg’s “Forms at a 16 by 20 print. It’s more per rapher Peter Stackpole told her,
“I can tell you’re going to go far
of Human Appeal,” a show which sonal.”
by the way you hold your
The
artist
said
both
series
are
emphasizes the female torso.
camera.”
images
of
fragm
ented
and
The black and white images
Other photographers she said
are part of Vandenberg’s first col abstract forms of the human
she admired include Annie
lection to be publicly shown.
body.
Vandenberg added she didn’t Liebovitz and Shiela Metzner, as
“I’m ready and willing to put
it on the wall,” the art and intend on photographing the well as Ruth Bernhart’s “Nude in
design senior said.
body, it just happened one day. the Box.”
Vandenberg speaks highly of
The photos will be displayed She said she saw “this fantastic
in the Robert E. Kennedy lighting pattern” and she picked her parents and family also.
“I owe a lot to my parents,”
Library’s Photo Option Gallery, up her camera.
the
artist said. “They really sup
where Vandenberg is the direc
“I like natural light — any
port
me.”
tor.
day, any time,” she said.
Vandenberg
said she remem
Accompanying the bananaVandenberg said she needs to
draped body images will be be in the right mood before bered her days in high school
when she was just starting out.
numerous photos from “Untitled producing her phot(^aphs.
When
she was taking pictures of
Series 1991,” . in which various
“Printing is a very emotional
sporting
events, her dad would
forms of lighting gently strike a process. If I’m not in the right
female body.
state of mind, I can’t make a take her to all the games.
“He taught me everything
Vandenberg got the idea of good print. It comes from the
about football,” she said, smiling.
using a banana peel as a prop heart.”
while developing a project with a
Fhe added that her dad was
The Woodland Hills native
graphic designer.
her
biggest fan. He’s always
said she didn’t plan to study
TTie results of that collabora photography, but it’s been incor hanging her pictures in his office,
tion include photos that are also porated into her life. It all she said.
part of the show.
The grateful daughter said
started when she got a “handThe photos in the gallery ex me-down” camera from a friend she may be returning home after
hibition are all nudes.
graduating this June, or she
in high school.
“ M an y p e o p le t h i n k
She heard Joe Rodela, a might go work up in Oregon. The
photographing the nude figure is teacher at the local junior col artist added she would like to
improper, but I don’t shoot it to lege, was really good and she work for an artistically cuttingexploit it,” the short, blonde art signed up for his class.
edge corporation, like Nike.
ist said. “It’s a celebration. The
Vandenberg is not looking for
“I owe it all to him,” Vanden
human body has beautiful form berg said enthusiastically.
free-lance work; she wants a
and texture; the neckline, for ex
The artist said other photog steady income.
ample, is a beautiful line.
“I’m a hard worker,” she said.
raphers have offered inspiration
“If God wanted you to be as well. Mark Kauffman, who “I’ll find something, somewhere.”
dressed all the time, you’d be put taught photography at Cal Poly,
She also said she was con
in blue jeans all the time,” she is one of Vandenberg’s greatest sidering going to graduate school
added.
or moving to Los Angeles to try
mentors.
The nudes are printed 4 in
Meeting professional photog to take advantage of oppor
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The banana peel idea came while working with a graphic designer.

tunities there. “My mind keeps
changing,” she said.
Until the future dictates what
will become of the Cal Poly
photographer, Vandenberg said
she will continue being a monitor
for the University Art Gallery
and a lab assistant for the art
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Dancers move to different drum
M U S T A N G D A IL Y

By Stephen Lamb

Staff Writer

Genie and Kareema Sumrall
share much more than the same
last name. The two share a bond
created through a love for belly
dancing,
“Belly dancing is a very bond
forming type of dance,” said
Genie, “There’s an intimacy with
the audience and a bonding be
tw een women who dance
together,”

Fine

385 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo, ('A
^(805)544-1174

“It allows me to achieve emo
tional oneness,” she said, “Stress
that I take into practice dis
sipates when I’m finished,”
Genie said she enjoys dancing
because it allows her to express
herself, “Belly dancing allows me
to express the person I really
am,” she said, “I’m an enter
tainer, It was a part of me that I
lost in my 20s, but I found it
again when I started dancing,”
Genie and Kareema also are
able to express themselves
through the costumes they
design. The flowing outfits are
decorated with sequins and a
variety of jewelry,
Genie and Kareema have
competed in contests throughout
California, They were first run
ners-up the last two years in the
duet category at the Internation
al Belly Dancer’s Competition in
Long Beach, They received first
runners-up in the 1991 Belly
Dancer of the Year contest in
Walnut Creek,
Aside from competing as a
duet, the two also are a part of a
seven-dancer troupe that per
forms at a variety of events
throughout the Central Coast
and teach belly dancing as well,

The sister-in-laws met at a
dance class in Santa Maria and
have been performing together
for eight years, Genie has eight
years of belly dancing experience
and Kareema has 17,
Having grown up in South
America, Kareema has been
dancing her entire life. Currently
trying to renew her teaching
credential at Cal Poly, Kareema
said belly dancing provides her
with a spiritual balance.
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By Elayne S. Takemoto
Staff Writer

I arrived at the show fully
prepared for a swan song perfor
mance; a farewell concert; a
final, washed-up, “Goodbye to
Youth” tour.
I’ve never been so happy
about being so completely wrong
in all my life. Be warned, Sonic
Youth can still crank it out un
like any other post-punk, mid
dle-aged band on the planet.
Their Friday night venue at
the Warfield Theater in San
Francisco was packed. Already
past midnight, I was almost wor
ried that after playing an earlier
show at 8 p,m. Sonic Youth would
be too tired or too drunk to per
form the necessary bodily and
musical functions. Gleefully, I
was wrong again.
They took the stage with a
ferocious version of “100%" from
their 1992 album “Dirty," It was
the kind of sound that can’t be
captured in the studio: loud,
emotional, bleedy and crisisoriented.
Perhaps seeing a weakness in
the audience, bassist and over-40
object of desire, Kim Gordon
went in for the kill. Railing
against sexual harassment in
“Swimsuit Issue,” Gordon as
saulted the audience with her
part cooing, part dry-heave vo
cals,
“I’m just here for dictation/
I’m not your summer vaca
tion,,. Don’t touch my breast/ I’m
just working at the desk/ Don’t
put me to the test/ Fm just doing
my best,”
She finished the song with a
searing name-calling of the

women who pose for the “Sports
Illustrated” swimsuit edition.
With a play list thickly popu
lated with songs from “Dirty,”
the New York quartet justly
polished the dust off a few songs
from their 1990 album “Goo” and
1987s “Sister,”
Effectively blasting through
their set, they seemed to get
progressively louder. Guitarists
Thurston Moore and Lee Ranaldo were a two-man construction
crew using various instruments
of torture to build huge waves of
mammoth noise.
After a big and bloated rendi
tion of “Sugar Kane,” the band
left the stage to gather their
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Sonic Youth proves old can be ok

Kareema and Genie Sumrall have danced together for eight years.
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Kareema said women who
take belly dancing have an im
proved self-image, and Genie
mentioned coordination, self-es
teem and an improved posture as
being hidden benefits,
Genie and Kareema provide
shows which they say a wide
variety of audiences can enjoy,
“We put on as professional a
show as we can,” Genie sedd, “We
want to keep belly dancing on a
higher plane, so it’s acceptable to
families,”

*

H a ir c u t tin g

Tonträger
Kona Bikes

thoughts, powder their noses and
maybe smoke a cigarette or two.
The evening climaxed with a
satisfying, three-song encore
which included an anthemic ver
sion of “Tfeenage Riot” from
1988’s “Daydream Nation,”
With more than 10 years of
music and scene-making under
its belts. Sonic \buth ain’t giving
it up. Endlessly imitated by
other bands. I’ve yet to hear
anyone who comes close to creat
ing the apocalyptic stew that
Sonic Youth cooks up.
Besides, after casually walk
ing past Kim Gordon in Berkeley
on a beautiful Saturday night,
she didn’t look a day over 32,
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M U S T A N G D A IL Y

Big news... but not big enough
Local performing artists inter p.m. The March 14 “Casual Clas
ested in teaching and performing sics” matinee at 3 p.m. will be
their craft are encouraged to par held at the Atascadero Lake
ticipate in Cal Poly Arts’ new Park Pavilion. For more infonnaarts festival. The Stone Soup tion and tic k e ts co n tact
Festival, a multicultural eight- 543-3533.
day celebration, is scheduled for
***««*«
June 26 to July 3. Dancers,
singers, actors, jugglers, com
edians and others have the op
Cal Poly professor William
portunity to perform and conduct Little will speak and sign his
workshops at the outdoor am new book “Garcia Rodriguez de
phitheater behind the Cal Poly Montalvo: The Labors of the Very
Theater. If interested contact Brave Knight” at the Earthling
756-6557 or 756-7111.
Bookshop. Little is the current
chair
of the department of
*******
foreign languages and literature
a n d c o o r d in a to r of th e
The San Luis Obispo County humanities program at Cal Poly.
Symphony will present two con The book is a translation of the
certs featuring principal players, Spanish myth of the creation of
Jeanne Crittenden on cello and California. The event will begin
pianist Barbara Hoff. Critten at 2 p.m. at the bookshop located
den, a part-time music lecturer, at Higuera and Broad Streets.
will perform Concerto for Cello
*******
and Orchestra in A minor by
Robert Schumann. Hoff will be
the featured soloist in Ernest
KCPR, 91.3 FM. will broad
Bloch’s Concerto Grosso No. 1 for cast Mozart’s “EHe Zauberfldte”
Piano and String Orchestra. The (“The Magic Flute) live from the
March 13 performance will be stage of the Metropolitan Opera
held at the Church of the House. The March 13 perfor
Nazarene in Pismo Beach at 8:15 mance will be broadcast locally

DOW C8UM2-SONS-tun

*******

SLOFOLKS will also present
accomplished recording artist
and singer-songwriter Anne
Hills. She will perform her
“good-humored, glowing and
vibrant” music on March 26 at
Linnaea’s Cafe at 7:30 p.m. Tick
ets for the show will be available
in advance at Big Music for $7.
On March 27, Hills will perform

thursday, march 11

1 6oz Homemade Wine Coolers $1.45

□ B ackstage Pizza presents
Itchy McGuirk at noon.
□ Loco R ancherò presents
Blue Caster Cult with The
Chodes in an 18 & over show at
8 p.m.

Music TTiurs-Sun 12'.304:00
Plenty of Indoor Seating

OPEN 10:30-^:00 d a ily
778 Higuera, Suite G
(Network Mail)
In a hurry? Try Cisco's on California

5 4 3 -3 3 3 4

] j^ a ñ g ^ a iiy C Ó H p ó ñ l ~

1/2 Sandwich,
Side Salad
20 oz Soda

G

exp. April1,1993
coupon good ,
at both addresses I

Wranqiisr 4 DAY

GUFEHSALE!

BRAND

1. BeUy
"Star"
2. Velocity Girl
"Crazy Town" e.p.
3. Pavement
"Watery Domestic" e.p.
4. Rage Against the Machine
"Rage Against the Machine "
5. Dinosaur Jr.
"Where You Been?"
6. Bettie Serveert
"Palomine"
7. Henry Rollins
"The Boxed Ufe"
8. Jesus IJzard/Nirvana

The Atascadero High School
Concert Choir will perform their
annual dinner theater show on
March 19 and 20. “Rock the
Jukebox” will be held at San
Gabriel Elementary School, sam
pling music from big band to
Motown to rock and roll. Dinner
will be served at 6 p.m. and the
show will begin at 7 p.m. Tickets
range from $3 to $7. For more in
formation call 466-1709.

"Split 7"
9. Elvis Costello & the Brodsky
Quartet
"The Juliet Letters"
10. Bumpin' Uglies
"7 Inches"

CALENDAR

1^

594 California

week viidiiig 3/8/93

over the Texaco-Metropolitan at the Coalesce Bookstore Chapel
Opera International Radio Net in Morro Bay at 7 p.m. Tickets
’Aill be available in advance from
work at 10:30 a.m.
the bookstore cmd are also $7.
*******
For more information call
SLOFOLKS at 544-1885.
ITie San Luis Obispo Folk
*******
Music Society (SLOFOLKS) wel
comes guitarists Bill Mize and
Edward Gerhard back to the
The Allan Hancock College
Central Coast. Each artist will Concert Band will perform
play a solo set and later team up “Swing into Spring,” a benefit
for duets. The two recording ar performance for the South Coun
tists will perform on March 13 at ty Performing Arts Building
the Coalesce Bookstore Chapel in Foundation. The March 14 show
Morro Bay at 7 p.m. They will will begin at 2 p.m. at the Pismo
also appear on March 14 at Big Beach Theater. For more infor
Music at 8 p.m. Tickets will be mation contact 489-4114.
available in advance at both loca
*******
tions.

Happy Hour 2-5pm M -F
16 qz Drafts $

KGPR TOMO AlOOMS

□ ITie Impalers perform at
SLO B rew ing Co. at 9:30 p.m.
for a $2 cover.

friday, march 12

Sunday,

□ Bullett Train play Sweet
Springs Saloon in Los Osos at
9 p.m.

□ L innaea’s Cafe presents a
Folk Club Sing along at 8 p.m.

□ Mfr. Rick’s presents The
Ripsters at 9 p.m.

Saturday, march

□ Mfr. Rick’s features The
Ripsters and the Bar Sharks
starting at 4 p.m.

13

monday, march 15

□ K CPR presents Itchy
McGuirk live in Studio B from
2 to 4 p.m.

□ Linnaea’s Cafe presents
Conversations About Men’s Is
sues — The Masculine Mysti
que at 8 p.m.

□ Folkmeister Bob Kimball
sings and plays guitar at E a rt
hling Bookshop at 8 p.m.

□ Richard Hoxie Green per
forms at noon at BackStage
Pizza.

□ Sweet Springs Saloon in
Los Osos presents Bullett
Train.

□ Sinister Fisch plays at SLO
Brew ing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a
$2 cover.

□ SLO Brew ing Co. presents
Midnight Rider at 9:30 p.m. for
a $3 cover.

march 14

□ Mr. Rick’s presents Open
9-Ball Tournament at 7:30 p.m.

tuesday, march 16
□ M r. R ic k ’s p re se n ts
Women’s 8-Ball Tourney to
Cabo San Lucas at 7:30 p.m.

ENVIRONMENTAL TRADE SHOW 93
i\

{

ri

THURSDAY - SUNDAY
MARCH 11 - MARCH 14

JEANS

MENS BASIC DENIM JEAN
#13MWZ COWBOY CUT
A d d $ 2 0 0 fo r 3 8 ”
o r lo n g e r le n g th
A d d $ 4 0 0 fo r 4 4 "
o r la rg e r w a is t

\

MENS SUM FIT
BASIC DENIM JEAN
#936DEN COWBOY CUT
A d d $ 2 0 0 fo r 3 8 " lo n g e r le n g th .

U D iir B W IC D i S i JEAN
#13MWZG COWBOY CUT

LADIES BASIC
TAPERED LEG
DENIM JEAN
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS! 12-4 P.M.
1920 NotIh Biojdway
Santa Maria CA 93454
(805) 922 0493

Featuring: computer software • construction • horticultural supplies • irrigation
supplies • landscaping supplies • lighting equipment • masonry materials •
nurseries » soil taste test » tractors «
M A JO R S W ELCOM E

»14M W ZG
COWBOY CUT
767 B Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo CA 93401
(005) 547 1890

a_
H

STORE HOURS

STORE HOURS

--------------------------- YtfW

no 5 3P Man Thur,
9 (X) 6 00 Ft.J IV
9 00 5 00 S.iiui.t.iy
1» ,^ '' 4 00 Sijnd.iy

^

S IN C t 18« !

a

_
^

^
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10 00 S 30 M.jn Fn
10 00 5 30 S.itütd.iy
12 00 4 00 Sjn-l.iy

Friday, March 19,1993 9:00am-4:00pm

For info call

756-1290

CHUM ASH A U D ITO RIU M , CAL POLY, SAN L U IS O BISPO
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CAPTURE
From page 1

codes.”
The cards Fristad referred to
Erin Kerr, an art and design
are grade cards, which are self- sophomore,
said he didn’t know
addressed and given to profes enough about
the technology of
sors so students can receive their the system to worry about his
grades without waiting for com privacy. But he would like the
puter generated reports.
convenience of knowing his
Recreation adm inistration grades before they are mailed, he
junior Colleen Davis agreed. She said.
said she would like to find out
Tbm Zuur, manager of Stu
her grades sooner but seldom
dent
Data Systems, said he is
takes the time to fill out a
concerned
about the privacy
postcard for her professors.
issue
as
well.
“We are always
A gricultural engineering
concerned,”
he
said. “Anjdime
sophomore Matt Bousman said
he wasn’t worried someone you have a database, you have
would access hiii grades because security risks.”
“you have to know' all those
Zuur saud anyone who is con-

cerned about someone else ac
cessing their grades can change
their personal identification
number through the Academic
Records office.
Zuur said other CSU cam
puses edready offer grade infor
mation over the phone. In the fu
ture, Zuur would like to put
financial aid and admissions in
formation on a phone system as
well. He said CSU Long Beach
has automated financial aid in
formation and Cal Poly may be
able to share its gfrade applica
tion with them in return for use
of their program.

C L IN T O N
From page 1

people to donate their time,”
lyier said. “This plan would
bring an important aspect to
many organizations.”
Ryan said Financial Aid is not
taking the proposal seriously just

yet.
“We don’t get overly excited
about proposals,” she said. “We
are still trying to meet student
needs in a big borrowing time.
That takes precedence over any
thing new.”

The preliminary budget cut
McCutcheon said outside recommendations also suggested
funding helps provide scholar that more student services be
ship aid, but it cannot make up fee-based and that Student Af
the balance.
fairs reduce the number of ad
“Tb think that outside sources ministrators in the department.
Vice President for Student Af
are available to replace or offset
that magnitude of a reduction in fairs Hazel Scott stud she has al
state funds would not be realis ready reduced the number of ad
ministrators by 31 percent over
tic,” he send.
In addition to the 50 percent the last two years.
“Those that are remaining are
cut in state funding to athletics,
the Executive Committee resolu ... essential to the functioning of
tion recommends a 100 percent the departments,” she said.
reduction in state funding to “And so I don’t have a plan (for
Transportation Services and tc how to implement the recom
U n iv ersity R elatio n s and mendation).”
Departments within Student
Development.
Affairs
include Financial Aid,
Darlene Slack, director ot
Communications and Special Career Services, University Out
Events, said it would be “an im reach, Housing, Student Life and
possibility” for the department to Activities, Student Academic
Services and Health Services.
make up for the reduction.
Scott said the idea of students
“We would not be able to run
the fund-reusing aspect,” said paying more fees for services
Slack, whose division would be conflicts with past actions in the
targeted in the Senate’s resolu California State University sys
tem.
tion.
“There’s a difference in
Slack said a portion of the
philosophy
regarding student
departments operating expenses
services
becoming
fee-based, and
and salaries come from state
also
there
is
a
question of
funds.
whether
or
not
that
can be ac
“We reused nearly $10 million
complished,”
she
said.
“That’s
last year for the university,” she
not
a
campus
decision.
That
is a
said. “There’s no way that we
could reuse that kind of money CSU Trustee decision.”
Also at Tuesday’s meeting, the
without the state assistance that
Senate discussed the Home
we get.”

Economics Discontinuance Com
mittee report.
Department Head Barbara
Weber said Senate members
must exercise their faculty rights
over the university’s curriculum.
“The faculty has a respon
sibility ... for the curriculum at
the university,” she said, “and
the total curriculum includes
whether or not programs are
here in addition to what courses
are taught in the programs.”
Weber said the faculty’s rights
were violated when Cal Poly
President Warren Baker decided
to d isco n tin u e th e home
economics department before
completing the program review
process.
“We I'xdieve that is a violation
of ....faculty rights,” she said.
“We feel very strongly about
this.”
Senate members failed to
make any recommendations
d u rin g T uesday’s m eeting
regarding whether or not the
home economics department will
receive funding.
The discussion will continue
at a later meeting, with more in
formation regarding the depart
ment’s loss of accreditation in
1989, new accreditation criteria
and the administration’s reasons
for choosing the home economics
department for elimination.

works for an organization that
relies heavily on volunteer help.
She said the community service
plan would benefit such groups.
“It is (often) very hard to find

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
^

C-? " O -----
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The Morning Star has hauled tomatoes from farmer's fields to
cnneries for the past 20 years. We require approximately 80
drivers starting July 1st through the later part of October in Los
Banos. OUR DRIVERS EARN FROM $900 TO $1,100 PER WEEK
depending on l)driver performance, and 2)seasonal volume.
Most of our drivers are college students. We provide guidance
to obtain a Class A drivers license and pre-season training. The
work is extremely demanding, requiring significant time and
mental commitment. SPRING GRADUATES AND THOSE WILLING
TO HELP FALL QUARTER ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY. WE
PROVIDE FREE HOUSING FOR ALL DRIVERS.
MUST BE AT LEAST 21 YEARS OLD
Please call (916)666-6600 for an application and leave your name, address,
and phone number or write Morning Star Company, 712 Main Street,
Woodland, CA. 9S695 for an application.

SE N A T E
From page 1
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GREAT S K IIN G
IN THE SIERRAS!

SKI
Save up to
5 0 % on Skis,
Bindings, Boots,
Adult & Kid's
Clothing
u j I n t e r s t e Ic e r

'Jn

• EXPERT SHOP SERVICE & REPAIR
• WE RENT SKI & S N O W B O A R D IN G
EQUIPMENT - MAKE YOUR
RESERVATIONS TODAY!

■
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•
z

i
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MOUNTAIN AIR

SPORTS

S an Luis O b is p o
6 6 7 M arsh S tre et
5 4 3 -1 6 7 6
Plenty of Free Parking
Corner of Marsh and Broad

S a n ta B a rb a ra
14 S ta te S tre e t
9 6 2 -0 0 4 9
At the Beach
Free Parking

College Book Company Presents:

cs
in front of El Corral Bookstore
March 15-19, 8:00am-4:00pm

?
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FUNARO
From page 3

cident victim will look at your
face to gauge the seriousness of
there is no law stopping it.
The new law permits the their situation, a child will look
plaintiff, at their own request, to for your reaction, so you just
be listed as a “Jane Doe” can’t let them see.”
throughout the report.
She said she makes them
Funaro said she avails herself comfortable
by dressing in
of friends, her husband, church clothes with the child’s school
and physical activity to release logo on it, sitting on the floor
the emotions she holds in check with them and coloring or play
when assisting a victim.
ing blocks.
“Children get to me no matter
“An in te r v ie w Avith a c h ild
what,” she said. “Just like an ac

takes from one to three hours,”
she said. “And it’s a strain. It’s
physically draining.
“It’s hard to keep their atten
tion, and it’s really emotional.
But you fight that because your
goal is to make the investigation,
make the case and get this guy
for whatever he did.
“So you hold it all back and at
the end of the day you come back
here and vent everything with
your partners and people who

understand.”
Funaro said having a plan is
crucial to dealing with sexual as
sault.
“That’s the big key,” she said.
“It’s so important in sexual as
sault cases. Girls tell me, ‘Well, I
went home and I showered and I
douched,’ or ‘I didn’t report it for
these reasons.”*
She said WOW Week and the
beginning of fall quarters at Cal
Poly and Cuesta College see the

most reports of sexual assaults.
Most of it, she said, seems to
stem from young adults who are
on their own for the first time
and find themselves in situations
they can’t handle, often due to al
cohol use.
Funaro said the rewards of
helping people are what keep her
going in a job known for quick
burnout.
“Most people avoid this
detail,” she said. “But I love it.”

Nothingtodothisweekendexcept
getdrunk, takeoutyourHum-vee
andsmashitintoapickup?

Read Mustang Daily's Arts and Entertainment section for all
the information you'll need to spend your weekend productively,
unless you choose to get drunk and destroy pickups with your
Hum-vee.
Every Thursday. Mustang Daily.
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T hursday, March

11. 1 9 9 3
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SO M ALI
From page 3

after completing his education,
Jimale said, he will be happy to
see his family, but will miss
America. He said life was very
hard in Somalia.
“It is a third world country
which is not as developed as the
USA,” he said. “It is far behind,
education-wise.”
However, Jimale said, “Life is
what you make it. You have to
work hard.”
Despite the problems in
Somalia, Jimale maintains a
positive outlook for the future.
“There is a lot of sunshine
ahead of me,” he said. “Fm glad
I’m a political science major, and
Fm learning new things daily.
“As long as there are people
and life, there is hope, and
things will change for the bet
ter.”
Change, and hard work, have
been a constant in Jimale’s life.
Upon arriving in the United

of English.
in education,” Jimale said, in ad
Jimale first attended Cuesta dition to learning “to be patient,
College, enrolling in ESL courses to get along with people, to be
and interacting with other stu cooperative and to help the
needy.”
dents to learn the language.
Now, his accent has faded and
Jimale said the most striking
his English-language vocabulary difference he noticed between
is extensive.
America and his north-Afncan
In addition to English, he homeland was that “life here is
speaks Somali, Arabic and Ger very fast-paced: every minute
man, and is learning Italian.
counts. Life was 1,000 times
“Your education never ends slower in Somalia.”
until the day that you die,”
their many differen
Jimale said. “You can learn some ces,Despite
Jimale said, Somalia and
thing new from every person you America also have similarities.
meet.”
“We are all human — we all
After receiving his degree, need to succeed and want to be
Jimale hopes to become a happy,” he said.
teacher.
The comparisons are not all
“My dream is to get a Ph.D in
positive
on the side of America,
international relations, then
however.
What makes Jimale
teach at college level in
unhappy about life in his new
Somalia,” he said.
home
is prejudice.
Meanwhile, he is learning a
lot from simply living in
“With all the good things
America.
about the USA, I am saddened
“I have learned you have to by the many forms of bigotry
work very, very hard, especially that exist,” Jimale said.

GET YOUR
GRADES BY
PHONE!
WHAT; Winter 199.^ grades and Winter G.P.A.
W HEN: Beginning March 24
7 pm - 7 am Monday-Friday
(al.so available March 27 and 28)
W H ERE: Touchtone phone of your choice
HOW: Dial (805) 756-7777
Enter function code: 4931#
Enter II) Number #
Enter PIN Number #
(your grades and g.p.a. will be listed
To repeat (once): 4#
To end your call: 9#
Grades will still be mailed to your local address by April 6.

CiassiheD
Campus Climbs
COME JOIN THE FUN!
BBQ W/CAL POLY BANDS ON 4/3
FROM 12-4 AT CUESTA PARK. FOR
MORE INFO CALL ADDY 541-4629

GOLF TEAM

CPGA seeking goHers for a
CUESTA CHALLENGE nxt qtr
Details: CaH Craig O 543-6337
SERVICES'
APPLICATIONS ARE STILL
AVAILABLE IN UU217. OPENINGS:
POLY PALS, SENIORS, LITERACAY
AND STUDENTS ON CALL DIRECTORS
s t u d e n t c o m m u n it y

Announcements
CASH for COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
-or Trade Credit! New comics
every Friday - New games weekly!
THE SUB COMICS & POSTERS
785 Marsh St-SLO 541-3735
CHEAP THRILLS & RECYCLED
RECORDS has MOVED lo 553 HIGUERA!
Top 50 CD's only $12.98- We pay the
MOST CASH for used LP's,tapes,CDs &
video games. CHEAP THRILLS, NOW AT
553 HIGUERA ST., SLO 544-0686
DIABETICS (IDDM) NEEDED FOR
GRAD STUDENT'S THESIS 545-0798
Free ESL Class
Practice speaking & learn riew
vocabulary and cultural facts.
Meet new people. Improve your
English. 1-3 Friday 10-138 X2067.

GMAT GRE LSAT
TEST PREP!

CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILY
AT 11:00 AM.

Announcements

RECYCLE
MUSTANG DAILY

AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS; KENNEDY LIBRARY, AG
BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE,
THE CELLAR, THE UNIVERSITY
UNION, FISHER SCIENCE.
MUSTANG DAILY...
ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY

SPRING BREAK
HOUSE RENT IN
BAJA MEXICO
Ocean & country views,near San
Miguel Bch. $750/week
Info. 541-5155

Personals 4^'*^ '

Greek N e v ^ ^
YOUR 24 HOURS ARE ALMOST UP!
SO GRAB A DATE AND
MEET US AT OSOS SUBS
TONIGHT AT 9 O'CLOCK
SEE YOU THERE!
£K £K £K £K

I K THANKS

to all the Fraternities who
participated In £K FRATS AT
BAT! Congrats to our top 3
winners: LAE, «bK'E & AXA!

Wanted
PLEASE HELP!
DE SPARATE TO TRADE A ZOO 237
ANATOMY LAB(TUE 12-3) FOR MORW
8-11! IF ABLE 545-9689,TORI

Services

CONGRATS ROMY
on your graduation
Love, Bird, Kel, & Ida

LOOK GREAT FOR PROMNIGHT
LOSE UP TO 70 LBS 100% NATURAL
DR RECOMMENDED EASY INEXPENSIVE
CALL 209-832-3756

Greek News

AOn

Congratulates Its new
Panhellenic Executive Officers
Jennifer Hamiter-Phllanthropy
Margo Bias-Scholarship/
Historian
Congrats to our new awesome
president Erika Hotting on her
recent lA E lavalier and to
MaryKay Duffy on har great AFT
pinnlrig. Love your sisters In
FOB
Congratulations

FOB and AFP
tor the best exchange
of Winter Ouarter
From Gamma Committee

r<l>B Congratulates Tammy Peirra
on winning this years Panhelle
nic Scholarship. We are so
proud of you!

IK

GREAT JOB
ON THE SOFTBALL TOURNEY!!
<1>A0

Resume
Job Placement
2 hour consultation includes:
1)Prolessk>nal Resume
2)Optlons 3)Job Placement
$85 Progressive Placement
Services 546-8062

’' Word ProcessiiTg^^
l o w -r a t e ' l o c a l w o r c f p r o c e s s in g

GREAT FONTS! CALL MARY 481-5143
Master’s Theses, Sr. projs, resumes,
etc. Laser printer. 549-8966 - Laura
RAR WORD PROCESSING,(Rona)
17YRS EXP,LASER PRINTER,544-2591
TERM PAPERS. PROJECTS. $2/PG.
GRAPHS. TBLS. LTR QTY 546-0867

Opportunities
•CAUTION: Make rro Investments before
investigating advertisements in
Opportunities which require
investments In stock samples,
equipment or cash borxts.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT- Make
money teaching basic conversational
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
Many provide room & board * other
benefits! Make $2,000-$4.0004^ per
month. No previous training or
teaching certificate required.
For employment program call:
(206)632-1146 ext. J6005

Employment
CONFERENCE DESK STAFF ■SUMMER
F/T AND P/T POSITIONS OPEN FOR
ENTHUSIASTIC HARD-WORKING STU
DENTS. CASHIERING EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED. FLEXIBLE HRS. LIVEIN OPTION. PAY • 4.80 - 5.50
INFO AND APPLICATION - X7600
Spring/Summer Mgmt Internships:
25 students needed to fill
branch mgr. positions. DutlesInterviewkig, advertising,
marketing, sales, training
employees, cust. relations,
acctg. & operations mgmt. Avg.
earnings $7k+ for summer wAop
interns having oppor to earn
$40-60k/yr after graduation in
regional magr positions. Appl.
deadline: 3/5/93. For more
info call Student Works Corp1-800-394-6000 or 545-0811.
SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS
Most positions tilled by Feb.
Gain val. exp. managing 6-8
employees, customers, arxl
suppliers. Avg. earnings
6-16,000-t-. Call
"University Painting Pros"
Info/appl. Call 800-525-5877.

For Sale

DJ BUSINESS

BE YOUR OWN BOSS/MAKE GREAT $
CALL DAVE AT 542-9044

Automobiles
HUGE RELIABLE TOPLESS PARTYCAR
72 FORD LTD 351c Cabriolet
This car can make your spring
quarter awesome Runs Excellent
I love this car
Steve 549-0154 or 546-3500 msg
ONLY $350 obo

Roommates

^Roommates
Female. Own room In beautiful
house near Poly. $300 541-9313
FM ROOMMATE NEEDED SPRING OR
Shared$ 168.75 CLOSETOPOLY 545-5963
GRT ROOM GRT HOUSE GRT RMMATE
541-1895 OR 547-1634
MASTER BEDROOM W / BATH IN CONDO
DOWNTOWN SLO AVAIL MARCH 21
$310 PER MO A DEP 489-4284
OWN ROOM
S280/MO. NICE, QUIET CONDO.
AVAILABLE MARCH 22 M/F
SUBLEASE AP.-AUG CALL 544-1570

OWN ROOM

2 LVLS GRT NW HOUSE,AVAIL 3/17
POSSIBLE SMR SBLT FML PREFRD
$300 OBO CALL CLAIRE 542-0620
"5WKing><5M.
n o ns r
M/F ,FURN.,FIREPLACE,BAY WINDOW
FREE W /D,SPR QTR, PISMO/OCEANO
150/MO., BOB/KARREL 473-2071
Own Room lor Spring Quarter
In great house In Laguna Lake
r>on-smoker,male preferred
call anytime 549-8044
OWN ROOM IN 3BR HOUSE AVAIL.
NOW $275+DEP 542-0884
Rm 4 rent M/F $350 $200dep
Master, Huge House, yard, storage
x-from Poly Call 543-3816
ROOM FOR r e n t ”200 MO X B iT l S
SLO CALL CHRIS 547-1533
ROOM TO SHARE IN 2 BDRM APT.
FEMALE DAYS 800-347-4440 Jana
$170mo EVES 408-476-8770
ROOM TO SHARE. FEMALE. $226.50
1/3 UTL. 546-8244. AVAIL. MAR 19

$250 OWN RM FEM LG 3RM CONDO
W /D 2X BATH MARCH 20 543-4867

ROOMMATE NEEDED
OWN ROOM $300mo+DEP
2 BLOCKS FROM POLY
CALL 549-0475

263 OWN ROOM

Shiny happy people! Own rm Grt
new house/area M/F $270mo
1/5util. 547-0253 Avail, now

UTILITIES INCLUDED
CALL PATRICIA 543-7518

FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE ROOM
IN HOUSE CLOSE TO POLY/TOWN
RENT 170PER MONTH 250 DEPOSIT
DAVE 543-7518 OR 547-9154
Female,own room, quaint 3bedroom
Christian house by Pofy,horses
viewprfvacy $265-295 544-9673

Rental Housing
2 BDRM APART $595/M O
CLOSE TO POLY & SHOPPING
406 FERRINI CALL 544-9267
Fe Room-share FurnCondo walkCP
W asher-Dryer TV Micwv Firepic
$23Smo Tim 544-8848or482-938S

OWN ROOM 250!

MOST EXCELLENT-INFO O 545-7745

fi

O K , 'lO U 'V t

^ \L

RE^O

TUE CHAPTER, SO LETS
RENJ\EW.

a

I'LL TARE
“OUTER PLAUETS
FOR ilQ O .

ROOM FOR RENT

PRIVATE BEDROOM AND BATHROOM
IN TW O BEDROOM CONDO-NEAR POLY
GARAGE SPACE, BACKYARD, WASHER
AND DRYER - WATER/GARBAGE PAID
$425 A MONTH LEAVE MESSAGE AT
541-4740

SPRING SUBLET^

$200 Wtr+Trsh Pd Own Rm 541-2850

( i Homes for Sale
FOR A FREE LIST OF HOUSES &
CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL
STEVE NELSON 543-8370
Farrell Smyth R/E
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Shutouts
trendy for
tennis team

Hang time
lUNBLES
CAM
from

INMAN

Question:
Where was
Musty?

X;
X

<1

I had the esteemed pleasure
Monday night to judge how well
the area’s best leapers dropped
balls into an orange hoop. It was
the Rec Sports dunk contest in
Mott Gym, and the actions of
these guys said slam, jam,
thanks for the 10, Cam.
Here are some highlights, and
of course lowlights, of the Rec
Sports slam dunk contest and
other Cal Poly events over the
last couple weeks:
• While most of the dunkers per
formed acts of power, the winner
used his finesse to earn him the
contest’s purse: a $20 gift certifi
cate to Copeland’s Sports.
• His name is Brian Stewart,
who is no stranger to rattling the
rims of Mott Gym. The fresh
man’s breakaway jams high
lighted an otherwise dismal
season for the men’s basketball
team.
• Stew art’s teammate, Jeff
Oliver, was in attendance Mon
day night. While nobody ex
pected the 5-9 Oliver to dunk, it
would have been interesting to
see how Cal Poly’s single-season
record holder in three-pointers
(66) matched up against the local
amateurs in the three-point
shootout before the dunk contest.
• Anyone who’s seen the NBA
all-star dunk fest has been mes
merized by the jams of some
teams’ mascots. So where was
Musty the Mustang Monday
night?
• As judges, we were given cer
tain criteria on how to rate the
dunks, one of which was air time.
I thought air time was something
only judged when a punter
pooches a kick in football.
• DOMINANCE: Not only has
the Cal Puly women’s tennis
team won all of its 13 matches,
but the Mustangs have shut out
their last five opponents.
• While hundreds of track and
field athletes will be coming to
SLO for the Nike Cal Poly Invita
tional on March 19-20, most Cal
Poly students will be leaving the
area as they conclude winter
quarter.
• There is good reason to stick
around and watch the track
meet: a handful of Olympians
will most likely be competing in
the open division.
• En route to winning Friday’s
opening game of a doubleheader
with Pomona and bumping his
record to 3-0, Dan Chergey be
came the Mustangs’ all-time in
nings pitched leader (362) and
moved to within one game of
Mike Krukow’s all-time win
mark of 25.
• Former Cal Poly slugger Mike
Oakland, last year’s conference
CO-MVP, heads off to spring
training on Monday. He will
report to the Colorado Rockies’
minor-league camp.
• Tbke advantage of Cal Poly’s
softball field convenient location
by watching today’s game while
sitting on a cow.
• Rumor has it th at the
Academic Senate may propose to
cut funding to athletics by 50
percent. Does that mean the
extra fees we pay via the athletic
referendum will also be slashed?

’X

SHERRY GURTLER/Mustang Daily

Brandon Wilkerson tied for second-place In Monday’s Rec Sports slam dunk competition.

Herrera impressive
in pitching debut
Cam Inman

By
Sports Editor

Chergey, Souza and Hill get tired
and then search for that fourth
starter in Chris (Herrera),” the
Mustangs’ lOth-year coach said.
Chris Herrera may not have “We are looking for somebody
worked his way into Cal Poly’s who can come in for long relief if
pitching rotation with his perfor needed.”
mance Tuesday, but the junior
Herrera may be that man, as
transfer certainly impressed
he
pitched well through seven,
coach Steve McFarland.
striking
out four and walking
Herrera, making his first
start in a Mustang uniform, four. He worked his way out of a
pitched seven innings and held seventh-inning jam, and McFar
Wyoming University to three land decided to relieve him and
hits and one run in the Mus send the junior transfer from
tangs’ 5-2 victory at SLO San Joaquin Delta Community
College out on a high note.
Stadium.
Wyoming starter Mike Moses
“We hadn’t given him a
was
erratic in the first inning,
chance,” McFarland said about
tossing
four wild pitches to help
Herrera’s debut. “I thought we’d
throw some new pitching out set up four Mustang runs in that
there and see what they could inning.
Ben Boulw are’s two-out
do.”
double
scored two runs in the
From what H errera did,
McFarland can feel a little more first, while a double by Duke
relaxed about how deep his Dodder set up another.
After the first frame, the Mus
bullpen is.
TTie Mustangs’ starting-rota tangs’ offense went dry.
Of Cal Poly’s eight hits, desig
tion is solidified with Dan Cher
nated
hitter Jeff Higbee had two
gey, Paul Souza and Eric Hill,
with
a
pair of singles.
while Scott Mollahan also gets
Last night, Mollahan was to
an occasional start, leaving little
start in a 7:30 p.m. contest with
space for Herrera.
“We’re not really going to let the Cowboys.

Softball plays here today

Cal Poly opens its California
Collegiate Athletic Association
schedule today at home when it
faces Cal State Dominguez Hills.
The CCAA doubleheader is
slated to start at 1:30 p.m.

The Mustangs enter con
ference play with a 5-6 record.
They took second place last year.
Cal Poly won’t have a home
game again until March 20,
when Cal Lutheran comes to
town.

Cal Poly shut out its fifth consecutive
opponent in women’s tennis Tuesday, top
ping host Cal State Bakersfield 9-0.
The California Collegiate Athletic
sociation win moves the Mustangs’ (je;fect record to 4-0 in conference, 13-0 over
all.
Although the match’s final score wa;
once again lopsided. Cal Poly coach Chr;
Eppright said his squad needed some
extra effort to post yet another shutout.
“We’ve been playing well, but we h
to take it to a different level today, a,
the girls did,” Eppright said. “Our g i i
battled through, and we’re l ( X ) k i n g f ,
ward to a two-week break before we hi
to Arizona.”
The Mustangs will have to shelve thi*:
undefeated record for two weeks, who
they next play at Northern Arizona or
March 24.
Bakersfield provided the Mustangs
with the toughest competition they’v<
faced thus far.
“It’s definitely the best team we’ve
played so far,” Eppright said.
In sweeping the six singles matches,
three Mustangs were forced to capture
their wins in three sets.
Cal Poly’s top singles player, Tracy Ar
nold, posted a 7-6, 2-6, 6-3, victory, while
Julie Ciancio won 4-6, 6-3, 6-2, at the No.
2 slot.
Also posting a win in three sets was
Michelle Berkowitz, whose score was 6-1
6-7, 6-2. Sheri Holmes ran her team-lead
ing record to 13-1 with a 6-2, 6-4 win.
Alison Light and Beth Reed also won in
straight sets.
The Mustangs took all three doubles
matches by default.
T u e s d a y ’s m e e tin g b etw een
Bakersfield and Cal Poly was a make-up
match, originally scheduled for March 2.

★ ★ ATH LETES OF THE W E E K ^ ^
MALK

BRIAN STEWART
Basketball

FEMALK

CHRISTY PUNCHES
Softball

The Mustangs'
hoops season
may have ended
nearly two weeks
ago, but one of
the team’s playersstill didsomething worthy of
athlete of the
week honors.
Stewart, a 6-5
freshman from
Vallejo, won the
Rec Sports slam dunk contest
on Monday night by totaling 99
points out of a possible 100.
Stewart had a handful of excit
ing dunks for the Mustangs
this season.
One of Stewart's winning
dunks included a baseline-re
verse slam. Later he jammed
home the ball after tossing it off
the glass.

doubleheader
sweep over UC
San Diego.
The junior,
who starts at secondbase, drove
home two runs in the Mustangs'
10-0 win in the nightcap. She
also scored a run in the opener.
Punches, a returning firstteam all-CCAA pick, leads the
team also in total bases (17)
andsluggingpercentage(.567).
She entered the season with a
.249 career batting average in
her prior two seasons here.

O ther nominees:
John Montgomery (Tennis):
Montgomeiy pulled out a 6-1,
6-7, 6-2 win at No. 5 singles and
teamed with Marc Ollivier in
doubles for a victoiy Saturday
against Cal Poly Pomona.
Coley Candaele (Track):
Candaele won the 800 meter
race in 1:53.69 and placed sec
ond in the 1,500 at Saturday's
meet in Northridge.
Duke D odder (Baseball):
Dodder, a senior, drove home
five i*uns on three hits in Friday’s
opener of a doubleheader split
with Pomona.

O ther nominees:
Je n n ife r Lacovara (Track):
Lacovara won the 1,500 and
3,000 meter races Saturday at
Northridge.
Tracy Arnold (Tennis):
The freshman scored a 6-4, 63 victory Saturday over
Pomona's Becky Huereque, an
All-American player last year.
Ju lie Rome (Softball):
Cal Poly’s ace tossed a twohitter and struck out 10 bat
ters in Sunday's opener against
San Diego. Rome is 3-3 on the
season and leads the team with
a 1.12 ERA.

Sunday was a
good day for Cal
Poly’s leading
hitter.
Punches raised
her batting av
erage to .467 by
going 5-for-6 in

Sunday's

